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MORE POSITIVES THAN NEGATIVES
3 NEGATIVES:

1.US slowdown signal: EVRISI company surveys made 
a clear downside breakout last week.

2.China slowdown signal: EVRISI company survey of 
China sales slipped to 49.2.  

3.Not only are fed funds going up, the Fed’s balance 
sheet is going down.

7 POSITIVES:
1.Still lots of strong US eco data, eg, Consumer 

Comfort, unemployment claims, and the composite 
PMI.

2.S&P earnings for 3Q moved up to +27% y/y.  
3.With retail gasoline prices set to decline -40 cents 

over the next month, headline CPIs in Nov and 
Dec are likely to both be unchanged m/m. 

4.The BAA SPREAD fell back a -9bp last week.
5.US strength is feeding US strength.  For example, 

New York is going to be lifted by both Amazon and 
Google, and New York is already strong.

6.There were 38 deals last week totaling $123b.
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7.Based on 8 different indicators, eg, the LEI, 
earnings, and AHEs, the next recession is likely to 
be more than four years out.

The total return for the S&P ytd is +5.7%.

Thanks for looking over the following SUMMARY.

Very best regards,

212-446-5617
646-287-7242
Ed.Hyman@evercoreisi.com 

mailto:Ed.Hyman@evercoreisi.com
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SUMMARY

Slowdown Signals Around the World 
Over the past three weeks, EVRISI surveys of US 
companies have declined a significant -1.5 to their lowest 
level in 39 weeks; a scary looking downside breakout.  
Most of the decline has been by retailers.  Homebuilders 
has also declined.  However, at 54.8, the surveys are 
consistent with +3.0% real GDP growth.
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Slowdown Signals Around the World  Contd
EVRISI company survey of China sales declined again 
last week to just 49.2, although that’s still far above its 
2016 low:
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Slowdown Signals Around the World  Contd
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Slowdown Signals Around the World  Contd
And last week there was a package of negative headlines 
for China:

 Bank run in southwestern Chinese cities could signal 
impending financial crisis.

 Wynn Resorts shares plunge 15% after CEO sees 
slowdown in Macau.

 Disney sees softness in Chinese parks.

The SHCOMP fell -3.9% last week bringing its ytd to -
21.4%!

All this puts pressure on Chinese policymakers to do 
a trade deal.  And the global slowdown (see below) 
may help explain why oil has declined. 
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Slowdown Signals Around the World  Contd
The average of EVRISI company surveys for China, 
Europe, and the US have clearly rolled over and were 
down significantly last week.  Global growth is slowing.
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Uncharted Territory
The Fed is hiking rates with 3 unusual uncertainties:

1.There’s risk of a trade war.
2.Interest rates are moving up from unusually low 

levels.  A +25bp hike from 5.00% is a +5% increase.  
In contrast, a +25bp hike from 2.25% is over a +10% 
increase.

3.At the same time fed funds are going up, the balance 
sheet is going down.  There is much discussion about 
the path for fed funds, but not much discussion about 
the path for the balance sheet.
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U.S. Economy Strong
JOLTS were strong in Sep.  And EVRISI temp & perm 
surveys of employment increased last week to a near-
record high 63.5.
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U.S. Economy Strong   Contd
The strength in employment helps explain the strength in 
consumer confidence, which is up so far in Nov:
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U.S. Economy Strong   Contd
Unemployment claims last week were still close to a five-
decade low, and the composite PMI in Oct at 59.5% was 
close to a record high.
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U.S. Economy Strong   Contd
Strength is now feeding strength.  
New York is going to be lifted by both Amazon and 
Google, and New York is already strong.
The Washington D.C. area, which is also already strong, 
is going to be lifted by Amazon. 

 Amazon nearing deal to split HQ2 between Long 
Island City and Crystal City.

 Google plans to significantly expand its                    
NYC presence.
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S&P Earnings Up +27% in 3Q
Five weeks ago S&P earnings for 3Q were estimated at 
$156.  They moved up to $164 last week, up +27% y/y, 
with organic earnings probably up +15%.  Revenues are 
up +10%.  So profit margins were up again.  Earnings 
were probably lifted +12% by tax cuts. 
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Inflation Moving Up But Not Sharply
The plunge in gasoline futures suggests retail gasoline 
prices decline -40 cents over the next month from $2.70 
today to $2.30.  Stan Shipley estimates that this will hold 
the headline CPI to just 0.0% m/m in both Nov and Dec, 
slowing the headline CPI y/y from +2.5% in Oct to +1.9% 
in Dec.
This would probably catch the attention of the FOMC. 
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Inflation Moving Up But Not Sharply   Contd
The Eurozone core CPI was up just +0.10% m/m in Oct 
and just +1.1% y/y.
China’s core CPI slowed to just +1.8% y/y in Oct.
Central bankers generally have room to maneuver. 
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Inflation Moving Up But Not Sharply   Contd
For now inflation is being held back by secular forces 
including technology, globalization, and competition. 
Every week there’s a package of downward pressures on 
inflation:

 Amazon is offering 50% faster shipping than UPS for 
some sellers in a pilot program.

 Disney’s new Netflix rival will be called Disney+ and 
launch late 2019.

 Volkswagen planning to sell electric Tesla for less 
than $23,000.

 Lower prices are convincing buyers to make the 
switch to midsize pickups.

 Ford acquires e-scooter startup Spin.
 US now pumping more oil than Russia and Saudi 

Arabia.
 Trump to work with Democrats on cutting drug prices.
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Inflation Moving Up But Not Sharply   Contd
To be sure, there’s plenty of evidence that inflation is 
moving up, eg, this PMI for output prices:
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Inflation Moving Up But Not Sharply   Contd
Perhaps one reason inflation is still restrained is that M2 
growth has slowed to only about +4%.  
There’s no urgency for Fed tightening from this vantage 
point.
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Credit Spreads Still Tame
The BAA SPREAD declined -9bp last week to a tame 
196bp.
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Next Recession Probably Years Out
Based on models using these 8 indicators, the next 
recession will start in 2023:

1. AHEs                     5. Corporate profits
2. LEI.                        6. S&P earnings growth
3. Housing starts       7. Banks’ willingness to make loans
4. Fed funds.             8. Cyclical sectors % GDP

Corporate profits rolled over well before the last two 
recessions started, by 2.5 years on average.  They were 
probably up +18% y/y in 3Q.  It’s not clear when they will 
roll over.
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Next Recession Probably Years Out   Contd
Over the past 5 years, AHEs have accelerated to just 
+3.1% y/y.  At this pace, AHEs won’t hit +4.0%   - - the 
recession signal - - for 5 more years.
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18 Times In A Row Since 1946
Since 1946, the S&P has increased every time after 
midterm elections, by +20.0% on average:
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Positive for a Trade Deal?
It appears that Kissinger is playing a role in enhancing 
communications between China and the US.  Here is a 
visit last week in Beijing, which follows a similar meeting 
two years ago.  This may not be getting the attention it 
deserves.  Henry Kissinger and Wilbur Ross are personal 
friends. Nonetheless, Terry Haines believes a trade deal 
is hardly close at hand.  
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2017 2018 f 2019 f
Real GDP 2.5% 3.5% 2.3%
GDP Price Deflator 1.9% 2.5% 2.5%
Nominal GDP 4.4% 6.0% 4.8%
Fed Funds Rate* 1.50% 2.50% 3.25%

* Year-end

Evercore ISI U.S. Outlook
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Busy Data Calendar This Week
     Financial markets will have major economic news almost every day this week.  The 
headline CPI probably rose +0.2% m/m in Oct as gasoline prices climbed around +1.5%.  It 
should be noted that in Nov and Dec the CPI will likely be essentially flat because of a decline 
in gasoline prices being signaled by futures.     Retail sales probably jumped +0.6% in Oct:   
Motor vehicle sales accelerated, and discretionary purchases, which were disappointing in 
Sep, probably rebounded too as Evercore ISI retailers survey is high.   Finally, we estimate 
the Empire mfg index and Phil Fed Survey likely slipped modestly but stayed high.

Stan Shipley 11/12/18

Consensus Evercore ISI    Actual

Tuesday, Nov 13

   UNITED STATES Sep Oct
1. Government Budget +$119.1 -$116.5 -$107.0

2. NFIB 107.9 108.0 108.0

Wednesday, Nov 14

   UNITED STATES Sep Oct
3. CPI +0.5% +0.1% +0.2%

Core CPI +0.2% +0.2% +0.3%

  GERMANY Oct Nov
4. ZEW -24.7 -25.0 -26.0

  U.K. Aug Sep
5. Employment Change -4.8 +20.0 +18.0

Thursday, Nov 15

   UNITED STATES Nov 3 Nov 10
6. Unemployment Claims 214 215 215

    4-Week Moving Average 214 215 215

Sep Oct
7. Retail Sales +0.1% +0.5% +0.6%

Oct Nov
8. Phil Fed Survey 22.2 21.0 20.0

9. Empire Mfg Index 21.1 19.5 19.0

Friday, Nov 16

   UNITED STATES Sep Oct
10. Industrial Production +0.3% +0.2% +0.2%
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2

Mon
Nov 12

Economic Estimates
1 of 1

Nov 13 Nov 14 Nov 15 Nov 16

6:00 6:00   MORTGAGE APPS 8:30 9:15
  Aug +0.1%   Sep 107.9   Nov 3 214   Sep +0.3%
  Sep +0.2% E   Oct 108.0 E +108.0 C 8:30   Nov 10 215 E 215 E   Oct +0.2% E +0.2%

  Sep +0.1%
  GOVERNMENT BUDGET   Oct +0.3% E +0.2%  C   Sep 78.1%
  Sep +$119.1   Oct 78.2% E 78.2% C
  Oct -$107.0 E -$116.5 C   Sep +0.1% 8:30

  Oct +0.2% E +0.2% C   Sep +0.1%
  Oct +0.6% E +0.5% C

  KANSAS CITY FED INDEX
  Sep -0.1%
  Oct +0.5% E +0.5% C

8:30 8:30
  Sep +0.5%   Oct +21.1
  Oct +0.0% E +0.0% C   Nov +19.0 E +19.5 C

  Sep +0.0% 8:30
  Oct +0.1% E +0.0% C   Oct +22.2

  Nov +20.0 E +21.0 C
10:00

  Aug +0.5%
  Sep +0.4% E

Nov 20 Nov 21 Nov 22 Nov 23

10:00 8:30   MORTGAGE APPS   THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY 9:45
  Oct 68   Sep 1.201   U.S. MARKETS CLOSED   Oct 55.8
  Nov 66 E 68 C   Oct 1.240 E 1.220 C   Nov 55.5 E

  Sep 1.241 8:30   Oct 54.8
  Oct 1.250 E 1.265 C   Sep +0.7%   Nov 55.0 E

  Oct -1.0% E -2.8% C
  Oct 54.9

  Sep  0.0%   Nov 55.0 E
  Oct +0.6% E 10:00

  Sep 5.15
8:30   Oct 5.12 E 5.22

  E  EVERCORE ISI   Nov 10 215 E 215 C
  C  CONSENSUS   Nov 17 210 E 10:00

  Nov 1H 98.3
10:00   Nov 2H 99.0

  Sep +0.5%
  Oct +0.1% E +0.2% C

  EXISTING HOME 

  CONSUMER SENT

  LEI

Monday Nov 12

  CONSUMER COMFORT

  UNEMP CLAIMS NFIB

  CPI

  RETAIL SALES

  DUR GOODS ORDERS

  CORE IMPORT 
  PHIL FED SURVEY

  MFG & TRADE INV

  OECD BROAD LEI   INDUSTRIAL PROD

  OPERATING RATE

Monday Nov 19

  CPI CORE

  TICS

  REAL AVG EARNINGS   EX AUTO

  IMPORT PRICE   EMPIRE MFG INDEX

  CONSUMER COMFORT

  NAHB   HOUSING STARTS

  BUILDING PERMITS

  MARKIT  FLASH MFG

  MARKIT  FLASH SVC

  MARKIT  FLASH COMP
  EX TRANSPORT

  UNEMP CLAIMS
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This report is approved and/or distributed by International Strategy & Investment Group LLC (“ISI Group LLC”), a U.S. licensed broker-dealer 
regulated by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) and by International Strategy & Investment Group (UK) Limited (“ISI UK”), 
which is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority. The institutional sales, trading and research 
businesses of Evercore Group and IDI UK collectively operate under the global marketing brand name Evercore ISI ("Evercore ISI"). Both 
Evercore Group and ISI UK are subsidiaries of Evercore Partners Inc. ("Evercore Partners"). The trademarks, logos and service marks shown on 
this report are registered trademarks of Evercore Partners Inc.

This report is provided for informational purposes only. It is not to be construed as an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell 
any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction. The information and opinions in this report were 
prepared by registered employees of Evercore ISI. The information herein is believed by Evercore ISI to be reliable and has been obtained from 
public sources believed to be reliable, but Evercore ISI makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. 
Opinions, estimates and projections in this report constitute the current judgment of the author as of the date of this report. They do not 
necessarily reflect the opinions of Evercore and are subject to change without notice. In addition, opinions, estimates and projections in this 
report may differ from or be contrary to those expressed by other business areas or groups of Evercore and its affiliates. Evercore ISI has no 
obligation to update, modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, 
projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. Facts and views in Evercore ISI research reports 
and notes have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect information known to, professionals in other Evercore affiliates or business areas, 
including investment banking personnel.

Evercore ISI does not provide individually tailored investment advice in research reports. This report has been prepared without regard to the 
particular investments and circumstances of the recipient. The financial instruments discussed in this report may not suitable for all investors and 
investors must make their own investment decisions using their own independent advisors as they believe necessary and based upon their 
specific financial situations and investment objectives. Securities and other financial instruments discussed in this report, or recommended or 
offered by Evercore ISI, are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and are not deposits of or other obligations of any insured 
depository institution. If a financial instrument is denominated in a currency other than an investor’s currency, a change in exchange rates may 
adversely affect the price or value of, or the income derived from the financial instrument, and such investor effectively assumes such currency 
risk. In addition, income from an investment may fluctuate and the price or value of financial instruments described in this report, either directly or 
indirectly, may rise or fall. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. Furthermore, past performance is 
not necessarily indicative of future performance.

Evercore ISI salespeople, traders and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients that 
reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this research. Our asset management affiliates and investing businesses may 
make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views expressed in this research.

Electronic research is simultaneously available to all clients. This report is provided to Evercore ISI clients and may not be redistributed, 
retransmitted or disclosed, in whole or in part, or in any form or manner, without the express written consent of Evercore ISI. Receipt and review 
of this research report constitutes your agreement not to redistribute, retransmit, or disclose to others the contents, opinions, conclusion or 
information contained in this report (including any investment recommendations, estimates or target prices) without first obtaining express 
permission from Evercore ISI.

This report is not intended for distribution to, or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be 
contrary to local law or regulation.

For investors in the UK: In making this report available, Evercore makes no recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any securities or 
investments whatsoever and you should neither rely or act upon, directly or indirectly, any of the information contained in this report in respect of 
any such investment activity. This report is being directed at or distributed to, (a) persons who fall within the definition of Investment Professionals 
(set out in Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”)); (b) persons falling within 
the definition of high net worth companies, unincorporated associations, etc. (set out in Article 49(2) of the Order); (c) other persons to whom it 
may otherwise lawfully be communicated (all such persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”). This report must not be acted on or 
relied on by persons who are not relevant persons.

Applicable current disclosures regarding the subject companies covered in this report are available at the offices of Evercore ISI, and can be 
obtained by writing to Evercore Group LLC, Attn. Compliance, 666 Fifth Avenue, 11th Floor, New York, NY 10103.

 In compliance with the European Securities and Markets Authority's Market Abuse Regulation, a list of all Evercore ISI recommendations 
disseminated in the preceding 12 months for the subject companies herein, may be found at the following site: 
https://evercoreisi.mediasterling.com/disclosure.
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